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Example activity: Warm Up

Participant outcome

● An understanding of what energy inefficient housing means for people living in 
it

Say

Draw a rough plan of your home/one floor (doesn’t need to look good). Include/label 
rooms, stairways, doors, windows, radiators and boilers.

Can add feelings - think about where it feels cold and draughty, or cosy and warm. 
● Does it change night to day?
● Summer to winter?
● Good to change the way we interact with the house depending on the 

conditions outside

Then add any problems.
● Notice draughts anywhere? (cold air movement)
● Condensation on windows? 
● Humidity in air?
● Damp problems? Very common!

Example content
Exercise 1: Your Home

Draw a rough plan of your home, or one 

floor of your house.

Add labels, showing:

1. Layout: rooms, doors, windows,

stairs, radiators, boiler

1. Places it feels: cold and draughty, 

warm and cosy

1. Problems: draughts, condensation

on windows, damp, place you can hear

noises from outside a lot, radiators not

warming up properly, maintenance 

issues



● Noises from outside? The wind on windy days?
● Radiators warming up properly? 
● Leaking/overflowing pipes and gutters?

Solutions:
● What do you do to keep warm already?
● What do you do to manage problems? 

Show / Do

Chunky markers, lots of different colours - worry less about looking good, can 
differentiate labels

Write down all ‘solving’ measures on a flip chart/board - try to keep to one side/split 
the board in half so more can be added later.

10 minutes - drawing and thinking
● 3x 3 minute reminders to keep people moving onto the next section they 

should be adding 

5 minutes - feedback into the group 
● Smaller group - everyone gets a chance to feedback (maybe the biggest 

problem, where it feels coldest etc.)
● Larger group - split and talk to each other, share a common thing with the 

whole group 

5 minutes - solutions discussion



Example slides: using imagery to explain technical information

Participant outcome

● An understanding of the importance of energy efficiency in energy transition

Say 

Lots of talk about improving housing - different people have different ideas of the 
future. We think that there are 3 likely scenarios:

1. Cold homes - energy prices go up, houses stay cold
2. Super smart homes - tech galore homes (cost a lot)
3. Fabric first approach - improve the building materials, easier to heat, less heat 

needed to stay warm - proven way, well designed and good quality retrofit 
works

Might hear the term retrofit - what does retrofit actually mean for housing? When we 
consider energy saving measures in houses, we are either:

Option 1: Building new houses, where we can more easily integrate energy saving 
measures as the house is built

Option 2: Go back (retro) and fit new measures into existing buildings to improve 

The Future of Homes

Cold Super tech

Retrofit

Example content



them

Do

2 mins - info share



Reduce: Electrify:

More than 35m EVs
on the road in 2050

More than 23m homes
will need to install 
low-carbon heating 
solutions by 2050

Homes in 2050 will
need to use at least one 
third less energy for 
heating than today

Home energy use: 
the challenge

Example content

Example slides: using imagery to explain technical information

Participant outcome

● An understanding of the importance of energy efficiency in energy transition

Say

~28m households in the UK in total.
~39m vehicles on the road now.

All from National Grid FES (nb not net zero!)

Do

2 mins - info share



Example slides: using imagery to explain technical information

Participant outcome

● The ability to apply this knowledge to their own home and think about what 
changes they could make individually

Say

● Insulation = materials that we add to houses to slow conduction losses (heat 
travelling through solids)

● Heat travels slower through an insulation material than a brick for example, so 
we want lots of insulation material all around the building fabric (walls, floor, roof) 
to keep heat in

● Like putting a coat on your house
● Note: also helps cooling in summer (think of metal shed - cold quick, hot quick - 

insulation slows this)

Do

2 mins - info share

● Slows conduction 
losses 

● Improves walls, 
roofs, floors and 
windows

● Like putting a coat on 
your house! 

What is insulation?

Example content



Example slides: behaviour change tips

Participant outcome

● The ability to apply this knowledge to their own home and think about what 
changes they could make individually

Say

● Some free changes you can make at home to help keep air healthy:
○ Move furniture away from radiators → allows air to circulate room better 

to keep you warm
○ Try to ventilate when it is warmest outside → open windows or turn on 

fans during the day and close at night

Do

2 mins - info share

Free tips

Move furniture 
15-30cm away from 

radiators to help warm 
air circulate

Example content



Example slides:  DIY tips

Participant outcome

● The ability to apply this knowledge to their own home and think about what 
changes they could make individually

Say

● Need key - don’t all fit right - can take a picture and measure with ruler and take 
to hard wear shop if you’re struggling with that

● Helps that air movement
● Once a year - when you turn radiators back on in autumn, good to check if 

they’re getting warm at top - if not, bleed 

Do

● Show video
● 4 mins

DIY: Bleeding a radiator

Example content

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IP54Kbgnv0


Example exercise: introducing heat loss in the home

Participant outcome

● The ability to apply this knowledge to their own home and think about what 
changes they could make individually

Say

● Deeper retrofits + bigger works being done
● Professionals can install airtightness barriers - continuous layer that prevents 

almost any air escaping 
● Airtightness - anyone heard of this term?

○ The idea is that we should have a continuous insulation layer around the 
house, and we should also have a continuous airtightness layer around 
the house too. 

○ This is a bit more technical, and something a trained professional builder 
would install in our homes rather than a DIYer, who could do draught 
proofing. 

○ Why is it important?
■ As we have started to insulate our homes more over the last few 

decades we have noticed that we don’t always save as much 
energy and make our homes warmer as we expected. We have 
learnt that it’s important that air movement within the building 

Professional: Airtightness

Example content



■ fabric, so within the walls, floors and roof, also make a big impact 
on how effective insulation is. 

■ The key thing to remember here is that any retrofit work is more 
than slapping on some insulation onto a wall or floor. We have to 
take into account how heat moves, how air moves, what happens 
with moisture movement, how different materials interact with 
each other. This is important when thinking about skilling up 
builders to do this work

● Needs a good, property-wide ventilation system planned in association with this 
work. 

Do

● 2 mins - info share



Example exercise: introducing heat loss in the home

Participant outcome

● An understanding of what energy inefficient housing means for people living in 
it

Say

Quick exercise: have some arrows with amounts on and want to match up with losses 
from this house's fabric. Where do we think each of these matches up?

Use plastic arrows - show the arrow amounts and taken suggestions of which ones 
match the ones on screen. Bluetack these onto the energy house. When done - ask if 
happy or want to adjust. Then click through the answers. 

● Roof = 25%   Walls = 35%   Floors = 15%   Windows = 10%   Draughts = 15%
● Any surprises?
● Can we think of reasons?

○ Walls = biggest surface area
○ Roof > floors as hot air rises
○ Windows - big focus but not very big surface area

● Just a model! Real life = variation 

Exercise 2: Match the Arrows

Roof

Floor

Draughts

Walls

Windows
35%

25%

10%15
%

15%

Just a model!

Example content



Do

● Use plastic arrows
● Get the right ones and show the amounts
● Take suggestions on which arrows match the places labelled on the screen - 

link to the methods of heat loss discussed before
● Stick the arrows to the energy house as people suggest.
● At end: ask if happy with answers or want to adjust?



Example exercise: consolidating knowledge 

Participant outcome

● An understanding of what energy inefficient housing means for people living in it

Do

● Split the group into smaller groups of 4-5.
● Give each group a Thermal imaging camera.
● Explain how to use the camera.
● Ask the groups to explore the room and identify cold and hot spots. What does 

this tell you about the rooms energy efficiency.
● After 10 minutes bring the group back together to share their findings. 

● Show the surface 
temperature → use to 
look for heat loss

● Relative scale → look at 
the numbers as well as 
the colours

Activity Option 1: Thermal 
imaging cameras

Example content



Example exercise: Reflection & Action Planning

Participant outcome

● The ability to apply this knowledge to their own home and think about what 
changes they could make individually

Say

We’re going to add to the ideas we had at the start → what more ways of keeping 
warm and managing problems have we learned about today?

● Write down the answers to the first question - second half of the board, add to 
make a bigger list.

● Struggling - say anything new you’ve learnt today. 
● Prompts: insulation (curtains, carpets, glazing), draught proofing (workshop) or 

ventilating better (pots and pans, drying clothes outside), heating systems 
(workshop), pipe insulation, shorter showers, appliances (turn off, washing 
better, turn off lights, LEDs)

○ Handouts!

Which of these are you going to go home and do?

Do

What can you now do at 
home?

1. What new methods of switching to cleaner energy 
systems have we learned today?

1. Which of these would you be interested in having 
at home? Example content



● Write down the answers. 


